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Regardless of your relationship status - it's tricky, in partnership, or just pining for this Starbucks barista who gets your name wrong every time but smiles you so properly - I scoured the romance section of your local bookstore and picked the best books to read this V-Day. There are epic love stories for
old-school romantics, modern tales about finding romance in today's connection culture, and books on why it's perfectly normal to just be lonely too, if your perfect partner (whether for life or at night) isn't around. Advertising - Continue reading below 1 Paris really is a city of love, and Katie Marton's
beautiful memoir about finding the romance of life out there - and, spoiler alert, losing it - is a real tearjerker. As it happens, however, the most arresting part of Marton's narrative is overcoming her loss; it's read so much for romantics who haven't yet found one as romantic, which has (as well as for those
who dream of a summer romance in France). 2 When Wuthering Heights was first published, people said it was a vulgar book, with a lurid novel at the center of its story between the wide-eyed heroine and her mysterious Heathcliff. These are Victorians for you. Today the book is a classic, best enjoyed
by an old-school romantic to truly enjoy the deep and magnetic attraction between Catherine and her gypsy beau - a novel as timeless as the cliffs beneath the famous swamps of Wuthering Heights. 3 If you need a good mood this Valentine's Day, definitely don't look past Terry Macmillan's classic

Waiting for Exhalation. The novel follows three close friends seeking true love in an era of casual sex and cheating men because we were all there. Their trials and tribulations make for juicy reading, with the life lessons Macmillan attaches to including that you should love yourself (first) rather than seek
love either - one day it might just come looking for you. 4 A novel rich in passion and hot lust, Gabriel Garcia Marquez's famous love in the time of cholera about the myths we create about love and their power over us. With a rich, enticing history stretching several decades at the center, Marquez shows
us what keeps romance going at a time of loss. And, you know, cholera. 5 First published in the early 1950s, Highsmith's Carol broke boundaries by giving readers a beautiful, honest story about the power of love between two women. The story of a shop-clerk who falls madly for a haplessly married
housewife, Carol is an exciting and moving read that shows the lengths people will go to achieve happiness, and be their most authentic self. (His big-screen adaptation is also an Oscar contender this year.) 6 Eleanor and The Park: Roman Rainbow Rowell Set in 1986, Eleanor Park that he wanted to be
young and madly in love. History turns back and forth forward both titular teens point of view; The first person's perspective leaves you desperate to let their romance flourish and beat the odds (always have some chances) stacked against the endearing couple. Moving to read - definitely one that's for a
nostalgic type willing to remember over their high school crush. 7 Jane Austen's reputation precedes her in the literary world, there is no doubt. But for William Deresevich, the cult of Austin and books such as Pride and Prejudice and Emma was at best a curiosity; he did not drink Edwardian England
novel Kool-Aid (which is basically cold tea). But in Jane Austen's education, he takes us through each of Austen's iconic novels, showing the strength and potency of her language, and the ability to work out an indelible relationship between her characters. This is definitely one for the end-to-end addicts of
Austin, but also for readers who've missed the extent of her appeal, and even those a little cynical about finding true love. 8 John Green really can't do anything wrong. With a rift in our stars, it gives us a moving tale of romance between two teenagers struggling with incurable diseases. Young lovers
experience angsty beautiful whirlwind romance, confirming to readers that the power of love can overcome anything, even death. A real tearjerker - from laughter and sadness - is a book that will give you hope that true love really exists, even if it won't be with someone as perfect as August Waters.P.S.
For a double whammy feels, watch a movie after reading the book. ALL FEELS (and Ansel Elgort). 9 Dr. Chiwago is an epic love story that transcends all things of time and place. But keep in mind that this is not for the faint of heart - on nearly 600 (heavy) pages, Chivago is a mammoth book telling the
story of a Russian doctor who falls madly at another man's wife. Their passionate and intense love affair takes place against the background of the First World War and the Russian Revolution, illustrating how love is tested in times of war and civil instability. 10 Chilean poet Pablo Neruda stands behind
some of the most memorable and profound romantic poems ever written. If you are someone who likes to bask in the power of wORdS to remind you of the amazing and true love of bliss can bring, Neruda's elegant and beautiful prose is for you. 11 As the title suggests, this is a book about two boys
kissing (and planning to kiss for so long without interruption that they break the world record). But it's also about young gay love in general, and the struggle that often comes with coming of age and coming out together. The Greek chorus of storytelling - it will make sense when you read - is a particularly
poignant touch. 12 The Time Traveler's Wife is a life-affirming love story that sees the limits of time and space completely melt away. writes about Henry and his unusual but compelling relationship relationship Claire's wife, whom he first met when he was 28 and she was 20. As Henry has the opportunity
to travel back in time though, he then meets Claire again when she is 6. And then it's back to the future, and so on -- we thus see their beautiful but slightly unconventional relationship spanning decades, and like one that overcomes all obstacles. 13 When Norwegian Forest was first published in Japan,
more than 4 million copies were sold - that's about 5 percent of the population buying a copy, and with good reason. A ghostly and memorable novel that reveals the most unorthodox and fateful routes of love can take us to the Norwegian forest, like most of Murakami's books, framed by themes of death
and loneliness. Even without the usual happy ending, it still offers as a powerful meditation on the coming age in today's often unforgiving modern world. 14 Thanks to one of the greatest romantic films of the last decade, the laptop really needs no introduction. If you're a bird, I'm a bird! However, the story
resonates on paper too - Nicholas Sparks's intimate and addictive story about the romance between Noah and Ellie is one that really stands the test of time, offering not only a touching love story, but a real experience about the limitlessness of love. You'll always go back to otP! 15 This book prize-winning
novel tells the story of the interconnected life (and love life) of four people at the end of World War II. At the heart of this compelling story is that an English patient, an unnamed and badly burned man who tells his nurse with his life story, and about one woman he loved so dearly but lost all the same. A
work of great literature, the English Patient is one of the books that deserves to be read slowly and relished. So take a copy in the bathroom with a high glass of wine and you will never look back. 16 No Valentine's Day book list will be complete without a nod to the infamous BDSM sexfest Fifty Shades of
Grey. Whether you want escapism from a lackluster V-Day or some weird tricks to mix things up in the bedroom with on this special day, turning to Fifty Shades for some reading before bed is a must. Your inner goddess will thank you! 17 And for those less bothered by the frothy notions of love and
romance, there's Sylvia Plath in Bell Jar. Plath's iconic work is best enjoyed with a tough drink as he recounts one particular anguish-ridden summer and the pain of living in a world shaped by false pretenses and unrealistic expectations for young women. Sometimes you have to say romance, no, thank
you, not now. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io How has Valentine's Day become an iconic holiday now? Watch the above video to
see how it started with the saint and ended with a lot of seeing the opportunity. Do your home need a Valentine's Day holiday decor? Try the free print of Valentine's Day subway art. Just download, print, and pop it into the frame that you already have. If this subway isn't your style, other styles of print
Valentine's Day subway art can be found on Pink Polka Dot Creations, Therapeutic Craft, and Jones Creek Creations. Valentine's Metro Art through Eighteen25 Continue to 5 of 11 below. In order to get a really good understanding of reading (understanding vocabulary in context, drawing conclusions,
determining the author's purpose, etc.), you need to practice. That's where reading an understanding sheet like this will come in handy. If you need even more practice, check out more reading understanding sheets here. Directions: The passage below is followed by questions based on its content;
answer questions based on what is stated or implied in the passage. Printed PDF Files: Avoiding Teenage Reading Understanding © Sheet As 15-year-old Perry shuffled into my office, with his parents trailing tentatively behind, he glanced at me with a tense neutral expression that I found usually
disguised as either a great anger or a great disaster; in Perry's case it was both. Although anorexia is a disorder most commonly associated with girls, Perry was third in the line of anorexic boys I recently saw. When he came to me, Perry's weight dropped to the 10 pound threshold requiring forced
hospitalization, but he denied there was any problem. He just doesn't eat, his mother began. Then, turning to Perry as if to show me the routine they were adopting, she asked with tears in her eyes: Perry, why can't you at least have a simple dinner with us? Perry refused to eat with his family, always
claiming that he was not hungry at the time, and that he preferred to eat later in his room, except that it rarely happened. New menus, soft encouragement, veiled threats, nagging, and outright bribes have all been tried, but to no avail. Why is an otherwise healthy 15-year-old boy starving himself? The
question hung in the air, as we all said. Let's be clear from the start. Perry was a smart, good kid: shy, humble, and generally unlikely to cause trouble. He was getting straight into the challenging and competitive public school honors curriculum that spring. And later he told me that he had not received a B
on his reporting card since fourth grade. In a way, he was every parent's dream child. But under his academic success, Perry ran into a world of trouble, and while it took some time to find out, eventually the problems came pouring out. The problem wasn't I expected, however. Perry wasn't abused, he
didn't drugs, and his family driven by conflict. Rather, at first glance, his problems are more like typical complaints of teenagers. And they were, in a way. But it was only as I realized it that I realized the teenage problems Perry experienced were not only the occasional irritations as they were to me and my
cohort as teenagers, but rather grew to the point where they cast a big shadow over much of their day-to-day world. I later realized that Perry was not alone in that regard. One big problem was that while Perry was a strong achievement, he wasn't happy at all. I hate waking up in the morning because
there are all these things I have to do, he said. I just keep making lists of things to do and check them out every day. Not just schoolwork, but extracurricular activities, so I can work in a good college. As soon as he started, Perry's displeasure spilled into a disappointed monologue. There's so much precase and I have to really work to get myself motivated because I feel like it all really matters... but it's really important, I do it anyway. After all, I don't go late, I get all my homework done and I'm learning really hard for all my tests, and what can I show for all this? One sheet of paper with five or six letters
on it. Perry was gifted enough to jump through the academic hoops that were set for him, but he felt like a little more than hoop jumping, and it ate at him. But that wasn't his only problem. Perry was well loved by his parents, like most of the young people we see. But in his efforts to educate and support
him, his parents inadvertently increased his mental tension. Over time, they took over all his household chores to give him more time for schoolwork and activities. That's his top priority, they said almost in unison when I asked about it. While removing duties from Perry's plate gave him a little more time, it
ultimately left him feeling even more unhelpful and tense. He never did anything for anyone other than suck his time and money, and he knew it. And if he was thinking about stepping back from his school work... Well, look how many of his parents have been pouring in making everything go well.
Sandwiched between rage and guilt, Perry literally began to withe. 1. This passage is told from the perspective of (A) a professor at the College of the Study of the Effects of Bulimia on Young Men. (B) a young man named Perry, struggling with the effects of anorexia. (C) is a concerned therapist who
works with struggling young adults. (D) is a doctor who treats nutrition, compulsive, and sleep disorders. (E) college student working on dissertation on eating disorders in young people Answer with explanation 2. According to the passage, Perry's two biggest problems were (A) being an unfortunate
achievement and an increase in his parents' mental tension. (B) his poor attitude towards the school and its time and money for everyone. (C) his rage and guilt. (d) Drug abuse and family conflicts. (E) his inability to prioritize and anorexia. Answer with explanation 3. The main purpose of this passage is to
(A) describe the struggle of one young person with anorexia and thus provide possible reasons why a young person may resort to an eating disorder. (B) advocate for young men who are struggling with an eating disorder and the decisions they have made that have led them to this fight. C) compare one
young man's struggle against his parents and the eating disorder that destroys his life, with the life of a typical teenager. (D) relate to an emotional reaction to a shock eating disorder, such as that of Perry, a typical young adult. (E) explain how today's youth often develop eating disorders and other terrible
problems in their overactive lives. Answer with explanation 4. The author uses which of the following in the sentence, starting paragraph 4: But under his academic success, Perry ran into a world of trouble, and while it took some time to find out, eventually the problems came pouring out? (A)
impersonation (B) simile (C) anecdote (D) irony (E) metaphor Response with explanation 5. In the second sentence of the last paragraph, the word inadvertently most almost means (A) steadily (B) monumentally (C) gradually (D) mistakenly (E) secretly Reply with an explanation valentine day reading
comprehension worksheets pdf. valentine's day reading comprehension worksheets esl. history of valentine's day reading comprehension worksheets. free printable valentine day reading comprehension worksheets
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